
Hi, Good Day To You, Sinclair here, Nice To Meet You All  

WIFI User: I Housing B2904 

WIFI password: 0166996688 

 

House Rules  

PLEASE: 

1.   Do not vandalize and doodle on all properties in the house 

2. Check on the condition for all properties in the house after checking in. Report to us if there is any damage 

from the previous customer.  

3. If there’s any damage found in the property after your stay, it will be deemed as your liability and charges 

will be made 

 

AMENITIES: 

1. Full set of bed sheets        8. Tv Box & Remote Control x 1 

2. Towel x 9          9. - 

3. Tv and Remote Control x 1       10. Fan & Remote Control x 5 

4. Aircond with Remote Control x 3     11. Sofa 

5. Refrigerator          12. Iron  

6. -                        13. Hair Dryer 

7. Wifi Modem and Router       14. Etc… 

IMPORTANT NOTICE  

If you notice the Aircond is not functioning it could be the circuit breaker has tripped off. Please look for the electric 

circuit box and push up the button that has dropped down. Then try switching on the Aircond again.  

Electric circuit box is located somewhere above basin/fridge / main door entrance.  

Garbage room  

Silverscape Tower A - located on the RIGHT side of the elevator. Look for utility room 

Silverscape Tower B - located on the LEFT side of the elevator. Look for utility room 

For Atlantis Residences, the utility room is located outside of the hallway (small iron door). 

 

Friendly reminders to all lovely Guest:  

For the cleanliness of the property, please make sure the garbage bag is tied properly to prevent any leakage. Only dump 

the garbage’s in the garbage room. No leaving it outside of the door/hallway. Foul smell can attract unwanted pest and 

insects. Please be responsible and considerate to others 

 

Upon checking out, please follow the instructions stated on the manual and bring all your 

belongings. We are not responsible for the lost items or any compensation. Thank you. 

 

Any question please reach me at +6016-6996688 

(Please take care of the property as it was yours! Thanks) 


